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SCANDINAVIAN STUDIES SUMMER PROGRAMME 2016,  

Week-by-week schedule 

WEEK 1 
AUG 29th-SEP 4th  

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY WEEKEND 

9.00-10.00 

 

Check-in  
to the 

FORENOM 
Aparthotel 

starts at 
14.00! 

WELCOME 
PARTY 

History of 
Scandinavia 

Scandinavian 
Societies 

No scheduled 
activities 

10.00-11.00 
History of 

Scandinavia 
11.00-12.00 

12.00-13.00 LUNCH BREAK 

13.00-14.00 
CAMPUS 

TOUR 
Finnish 

Language 
and Culture 

History of 
Scandinavia: 
museum visit 

14.00-15.00 Finnish 
Language 

and Culture 15.00-16.00 

16.30- 
Oulu City 

Tour by bus   

 

WEEK 2 
SEP 5th  – 11th  

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY WEEKEND 

9.00–10.00 

Scandinavian 
Societies 

History of 
Scandinavia 

STUDY TRIP  
(please see the detailed schedule 

underneath this table) 

No scheduled 
activities 

10.00–11.00 

11.00–12.00 

12.00–13.00 LUNCH BREAK 

13.00–14.00 
 
 
 

History of 
Scandinavia 

 
 

Scandinavian 
Societies 

 
 

14.00–15.00 

15.00–16.00 
Study Trip 

Info 

16.30 - 

Finnish 
Traditions; 

baking 
“pulla” 

 

 



WEEK 2: STUDY TRIP (WEEK 36, September 7th – September 9th)  

The schedule provided here is directional the exact schedule will be ready in August. All rights for the 

changes are reserved. 

 

WEDNESDAY, September 7th: 

10.00 Bus leaves from the Forenom Aparthotel 

12.30–15.00 Lunch and possibly guided tours at the local attractions in Taivalkoski and Kuusamo 

17.00 Arrival to Oulanka Research Station at the Oulanka National Park 

17.00 Dinner and free time 

 

THURSDAY, September 8th: 

8.00 Breakfast at the Oulanka Research Station 

9.00 PROGRAMME THEME: ENVIRONMENT AND LIVELIHOODS IN NORTHERN FINLAND 

12.00 Lunch at the Oulanka Research Station 

13.00 PROGRAMME THEME: ENVIRONMENT AND LIVELIHOODS IN NORTHERN FINLAND 

17.00 Dinner and free time 

 

FRIDAY, September 9th: 

8.00 Breakfast at the Oulanka Research Station 

9.00  PROGRAMME THEME: ENVIRONMENT AND LIVELIHOODS IN NORTHERN FINLAND 

12.00 Lunch at the Oulanka Research Station 

13.00 Bus leaves to Oulu 

20.00 Approximate arrival time in Oulu 



 

WEEK 3 
SEP 12th  – 18th  

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY WEEKEND 

9.00-10.00 

Scandinavian 

Societies 

Scandinavian 
Societies Finnish 

Language and 
Culture 

Check-out 
from the 

FORENOM 
Aparthotel  

at 11.00! 

  

10.00-11.00 

11.00-12.00 
LUNCH 
BREAK 

12.00-13.00 
LUNCH 
BREAK Visit to the 

Oulu 
University 

Teacher 
Training 
School 

LUNCH 
BREAK 

13.00-14.00 

Finnish 
Language and 

Culture 

Summer 
School Wrap-

up 
14.00-15.00 

15.00-16.00 

 

FAREWELL 
PARTY 

16.00-   

 

 



THEMES OF THE PROGRAMME 
 

1. Introduction to the History of Scandinavia 

This theme concentrates on giving basic information about the history of Scandinavia. The 
lectures cover history from the Viking Age to the beginning of the 19th century. The purpose 
is to emphasize those phenomena, such as the Christianization, period of Union of Kalmar 
and Reformation, in history that has given common background to the Scandinavian 
countries. These phenomena are presented in the European context to show how the 
Scandinavian countries followed or deviated from the contemporary development elsewhere 
in Europe. 

 

2. Scandinavian Societies 

The second theme shows how the Scandinavian countries began to industrialize and develop 
to modern well-fare states. Such issues as equal suffrage, labour organizations and social 
reforms are introduced. In the context of WWII it is important to show how the war was 
experienced in the Scandinavian countries. The post-war political development and Nordic 
cooperation during the Cold War are given in global perspective. Students can reflect their 
knowledge on Scandinavian countries in a group assignment. The purpose of the assignment 
is to promote discussion about the image of the Scandinavian countries in modern world. 

 

3. Scandinavian Countries As A Part of Europe 

The focus of this theme is on present day issues in culture and politics. The geopolitical 
location of the Nordic countries is in focus: how do the Nordic countries cooperate in EU or 
in UN? How do the Nordic countries answer to political challenges the Russia poses in 
Europe? A special issue will be the politics of Norway, Sweden and Finland concerning the 
indigenous Sami people and their rights. The end discussion aims at bringing up current 
issues that are similar in students’ home country. 
 

4. Facts about the Finnish Language 

Why is the Finnish language said to be one of the most difficult languages in the world? Is 
this a fact or a myth? And why does a language of just 5 million speakers thrive among 
much larger languages in Europe? This theme will introduce students to the Finnish 
language, the Uralic language family and language policies in Finland. The objective is to 
discover what is special about the Finnish language and how Finnish has gained its strong 
status in Finnish society. The lessons will also look ahead: What is the future of small 
languages in a global context which is both multilingual and increasingly dominated by 



English? All topics are explored through discussions and group works. Students will also 
have an opportunity to learn some basic phrases in Finnish. 

 

5. Introduction to the Finnish Literature 

Students will be familiarized with a selection of works by prominent Finnish authors and 
will receive a general understanding of Finnish literature. The teaching emphasizes 
discussion, analysis and active participation by the students. 

 

6. Environment and Livelihoods in Northern Finland 

This theme explores the main characteristics of the natural environment of Northern Finland 
(climate, vegetation, water courses, lakes etc.) and the way livelihoods use it. The focus is 
made on tourism, reindeer herding and mining development. The interaction between the 
environment and the livelihoods is analyzed by investigating the impacts and adaptation of 
local communities to the changing conditions of the natural environment. The theme 
requests an active participation of the students by working in group. Students will get 
concretely familiarized with the themes via a short field trip around the Oulanka Research 
Station. 
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Introduction  

I would like to explain why I joined this Scandinavian studies summer program. 

Through this program, I wanted to know the common background of the Scandinavian 

countries such as natural environments, society, history, and culture of the whole 

Scandinavian countries to understand how and why the countries succeeded as one of 

the top-class of the welfare state in the world these days.  

This report will introduce you what we had learned from the lectures and study trip to 

Lapland.  

 

Contents of lectures 

1. Introduction to the history of Scandinavia 

2. Scandinavian societies  

3. Finnish Language and culture  

4. Study trip  

 

1. Introduction to the history of Scandinavia 

This lecture cover history from the Viking Age to  the independent republic in the 19th 

century. To tell the long story short, I would like to focus on Viking age, Union of Kalmar 

and, the Reformation by Martin Luther in the 16th century.  

The Viking age from around 800AD to 1100AD 

was the age in which Scandinavia formed closer 

connections with the rest of Europe. Christianity 

took root and Sweden Norway and Denmark 

emerged as independent kingdoms. The Vikings 

were not just warrior but also farmer and 

fisherman. They sail beyond their homeland and 

build settlements around the Baltic Sea. 

Scandinavians mainly sold beeswax, furs, linen 

and bought luxury items (cloth, wine, jewelry).  



In 1397 the most powerful ruler in Scandinavia the Danish Queen Margaret, daughter 

of the King of Denmark and wife to the King of Norway, wanted to bring the three 

kingdoms, Denmark, Norway and Sweden, together in the union and realized for more 

than 100 year as Union of Kalmar. 

At the end of the Middle Ages, Catholic Church had a strong position and Scandinavian 

countries had a similar social structure such as stratified society and settled district 

system for collection of the imposition of military obligations. Discontent to the Catholic 

Church in the beginning of the 16th century Martin Luther criticized the Church. He 

advanced the reformation by protesting against payments to Church. I was impressed 

by his courage and relieved to hear that Swedish King Gustav liked his idea. But I 

wonder that King Gustav just wanted to take over Church property in Sweden. 

 

2. Scandinavian societies 

Populations in Nordic countries are aging fast and governments are now faced with 

increasing healthcare costs, especially in Finland. Please look at the graph bellow. 

 

Source: http://www.demoshelsinki.fi/en/2015/06/10/health-2050-finland/  

This data shows that Finland’s population will exceed 6,000,000 people in 2050 and the 

number of people aged 65 years and over starts to account for 1/4 of the whole. Growing 

population is common phenomenon through all Scandinavian countries. In particular, I 

would like to note the geographical concentration of population. Please compare the 

graphs bellow. 

http://www.demoshelsinki.fi/en/2015/06/10/health-2050-finland/
http://www.demoshelsinki.fi/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Screen-Shot-2015-06-10-at-14.22.41.png


 

Soruce: http://www.nordregio.se/ 

You can see that left side of the photo shows the concentration of population into 

relatively small areas as near the capital regions (shades of blue). Moreover, the 

population in urban area is younger. By contrast, the right side of the photo represents 

the old age dependency rate. The darker the color becomes, the more dependency rate of 

old age become higher. Accordingly, relatively high proportion of younger people live in 

the urban areas and older people dwell in rural areas. However, this fact will have an  

impact on the welfare system and thus pose challenge for service production. 

 

3. Finnish Language and culture  

 Thanks to this lecture, I can now introduce myself in Finnish. 

”Hei! Mina olen Masaharu Sugiura. Minun setunimi on Masaharu ja sukunimi on 

Sugiura. Mina olen opiskelija. Mina olen kotoisin Japanista, olen japanilainen.” 

In this lecture, we first learned about what special in the Finnish language. Finnish 

have no articles like “a” or “the” and also no gender like “he” or “she”. The unique point 

is that written language and spoken language differ from each other. It was tough for me 

to memorize how to pronounce each words correctly but I had an affinity with Finnish 

because the important information is usually at the end of the word like Japanese. 

The latter half of this lecture was fantastic! We baked Finnish traditional sweets called 

“pulla” and read the tale of magic and adventure of “Kalevara” and “The Moomin” one of 

the famous cartoons in the world. After reading literature fragments we shared our ideas 

http://www.nordregio.se/


and discussed what the story message is it. In my opinion, “Kalevara” tells us the 

greatness of mother. This is because mother was the main character who had deep pain 

and love in the story. Furthermore, “Kalevala” is part of Finnish people’s identity. It is 

said that “Kalevala” played an important role in the development of the Finnish national 

identity.  

 

4. Study trip  

 In second week, we had a study trip in Oulanka research station. We learned about 

reindeer herding, mining development and, the natural environment of Northern 

Finland. We walked and picked berries for 5km in Oulanka National Park and saw a 

mass of stones called “moraine” which is carried along by a glacier and left when it melt. 

I was surprised to hear that when the glacier ice melt down, the land raise for about 

1~2cm due to the weight of the ice. Moreover, we learned about taiga in the lecture of 

environment and livelihoods in northern Finland. Taiga is a formation of trees that have 

common characteristics due to similar climates and can be found over a range of 

continents consisting pines, spruces and 

larches. Additionally, 50% of the forest in 

Finland is scot pine forest and it is called 

“Land of green gold”. It was easier to 

understand how Finnish people live with 

their nature not only taking lecture but 

also go and see it with my own eyes. 

 

Conclusion 

Through this program, I learned tough history of Scandinavia, cute sounds of Finnish 

words, aging society problem, huge area of beautiful nature as 70% of Finland domain is 

occupied with lake and forest. I also had chance to see old peoples home and imagined 

the future situation of Japan’s enhancement of the comfortable old age life. Therefore, I 

would like to take this opportunity to bring about a good remedy to solve our super aging 

society problem in the near future.  

Joining in this program and putting myself in the environment of Nordic countries gave 

me chance to communicate with local people and feel the greatness of nature like aurora.  

There were many tutors from Oulu University that we had great time during our free 

time going to Rovaniemi to meet Santa Claus and cooked salmon soup in tutor’s house.   

From the bottom of my heart, I’d like to express my deepest appreciation for everyone’s 

support and thoughtfulness. Thank you very much for the precious time for me. Kiitos ! 



What I learned from Scandinavian Studies Summer Program 
2016 

Faculty of Humanities, Literature 2nd 
01152080 Kanae Wada 

 
1. Introduction  

Finland is famous for its social security and advanced education 
system. These features are important, but except for them, there are a 
lot of things to learn in Finland, such as unique Finnish language and 
Kalevala which is Finnish folk tale. 

This Scandinavian Studies Summer program was held by University 
of Oulu. University of Oulu is 2nd largest university in Finland. This 
program consists of four lectures: Scandinavian society, Finnish 
language and culture, Scandinavian history and environment in 
northern Finland. This program also includes visiting teacher training 
school and research center near the Oulanka national park, except for 
taking lectures at University of Oulu. Therefore, participants can learn 
various field of study.  

Reason why I decided to join this program is that I have to decide 
what I want to study here. I am thinking about studying one semester in 
Finland as an exchange student. However, I could not decide what I 
want to learn exactly. Now, I could decide it thanks to this program. I 
think I could learn a lot of things through this program. 

Therefore I want to tell mainly about what I learned through 
participating Scandinavian Studies Program, and a little bit about what 
we did on weekends or after school. 

 
2. Lectures 

A) Scandinavian Societies 
 Finland is well known for advance education system and social 
security system. This lecture focuses on these system and economics. 
This kind of theme is not related to my major, but I really enjoy this 
lecture. 
 Most interesting point through this lecture was about education. As 
you know, Finnish governments offer education for free, because 
they think citizen should take equal education, not depend on their 



salary.    And, we went teacher training school in campus. I was 
surprised that style of class is very different from Japan. Class room 
was not so big, and number of students is about 20 people. They said 
this size is good for teaching. And, most surprising point was 
students are free even during the class. I saw a student listening to 
music despite she was shitting in front of the teacher. I asked my 
teacher about this thing, she said that I do not like that attitude, but 
student can do anything during the class.  
 Through this class I could learn Finnish society, such as education 
system, economy, and social security system. I was interested in 
Finnish education system, so I want to learn more about it. 
 

B) History of Scandinavia 
History of Scandinavia is not well known. When I was senior high 

school student, I took world history class. I think I did not learn 
history of Finland, so I was really excited about this lecture. 
Most interesting point was that Finnish independence was late. 

Finland was governed by Russia and Sweden for long times. Finland 
was independent from Russia in 1917 because of Russian revolution.  
Therefore, if Russian revolution would not happen, Finland could 
not independent from Russia. Therefore, they thought they did not 
have their nationality at that point of time. Kalevala, which is 
Finnish fork tale influenced artists and people. It made base of 
nationality or today’s language. 
In this class, we went to city museum. In this museum, we could 

learn history of Finland and Oulu. I was really surprised that most 
part of Oulu was burned out. Therefore, past view of Oulu was very 
different from now.  
Through this class, I could understand Scandinavian history, which 

we could not learn in other place. 
 

C) Finnish language and Culture 
Finnish language is often said that one of the most difficult 

languages in the world. When I was freshman, I took Finnish 
language class. I thought that this language is too difficult for me, 
because I have to change ending, and pronunciation and spelling are 



very different from any other language. 
However, this lecture is most interesting in this summer school. 

Because I could learn not only super survival Finnish, but also I 
could know origin of their nationality through Kalevala (Finnish 
fork tale).  
At first, I want to explain the contents of “super survival Finnish”. 

We learn how to do self-introduction, greetings (ex. Nice to meet you. 
→ Hausuka tutustoa.), and number. I learned these things in 
Finnish class a year ago, so it was not new for me.  
What I was most interested in this lecture is Kalevala. Kalevala 

was made by Elias Lönnrot. This tale shows Finnish nationality, 
identity, and it makes base of today’s Finnish language. As I 
mentioned above, Finnish independent is really late, much of culture 
like food are influenced by Russia and Sweden. Therefore, they 
wondered what is their nationality, we did not have it. To overcome 
that condition, Elias Lönnrot tried to collect the fork tales, and edit 
them. When I heard background of Kalevala, I thought that 
Kalevala is base of Finnish mind. My group part was “Aino’s fate”, I 
think most important thing in this part is “parents should not spoil 
their children, children’s life is for children”. When I talked with our 
teacher, teacher said that children have to be independent from their 
as soon as possible. Therefore, Kalevala is not only fork tale, but also 
one of the lessons for living well.  
Language and literature are important for the citizen, knowing 

them is useful to understand their nationality and culture. I am 
really interested in Kalevala through this summer program. My 
major is also literature, so I want to continue reading it. 
 

D) Environment and Livelihood in Northern Finland( Study trip) 
This lecture was held in Oulanka research station, and it includes 

field work at Oulanka national park. It is located in Lapland. On 
way to Oulanka, we could see a lot of reindeer. At first, I was 
surprised and took many photos, but gradually I felt reindeer in 
Finland is like deer in Hokkaido.  
Expect for this experience, sometimes I feel that Finland is similar 

to Hokkaido. Nature in Finland, especially tree and forest look like 



Eastern Hokkaido. I did not why exactly, but I felt that climate, 
especially temperature and humidity is a little similar to autumn in 
Eastern Hokkaido, so I think this is one of reason.  
What I am most interested in at this class is about reindeer. In 

Finland, anyone can own reindeer if they want to own it, but in 
Sweden, people who own reindeer is only saami people. In addition, I 
thought that reindeer is really sensitive animal through listening 
lecture. Reindeer is sensitive to hot weather and too cold weather in 
autumn. In winter, just cold is no problem, but if snow is melting 
and after that it is cold weather, their food reindeer lichen freeze is 
going to be frozen. In this situation, they lost their foods. In spring, if 
the temperature is 3~5 degree, it is bad for their baby. In addition, 
spring comes too early, it is also bad for babies, because bears can be 
weak up from hibernation and they assault reindeer’s babies. 
Therefore, the weather or seasons where reindeer can live 
comfortably is really remitted.  
Through this lecture, I could understand nature and livelihood in 

Finland. Nature in Finland is really beautiful, but sometimes it is 
similar to Hokkaido. Reindeer is very sensitive animal than I 
expected. I want to know about nature in Finland more. 
 

3. Weekend activities 
  We studied hard during the class, but after school and on 
weekend, we really enjoyed ourselves. Afternoon class was finished 
around 4pm, so that we had so much time to go sightseeing in Oulu, 
and there are Marimekko and ittala outlet in Oulu and Our hotel 
was located in city center, so we could also enjoy shopping. Many 
things (such as foods and groceries) are really more expensive than 
Japan, but I recommend someone who like Finnish brands to buy 
many those items, because they are much cheaper than buying them 
in Japan.   
 On weekend, we went to Rovaniemi by tutor’s car. Of course, our 
destination is Santa Clause Village. We could meet real Santa 
Clause there. In addition, on the other day, we did aurora watching, 
went to tietomaa (Science Center), visited teacher’s house and 
tutor’s house and experienced Sauna (it is really important to get to 



know Finnish culture).  
 All of experiences are really unforgettable. We could do these 
experiences thanks to tutors, teachers and good friends. I cannot say 
thank-you enough to them. I could really enjoy my stay in Finland. 
 

4. Conclusion 
  As I mentioned above, this program ranged over various fields of 
study about Finland or Scandinavian country including Finland, such as 
Society, History, Language and Environment. Therefore, participants 
can learn a lot of things about Finland. If people who are interested in 
Finland or other Scandinavian country, they should participate in this 
program.  
 In addition, tutors helped participants while they are stay in Oulu, so 
they do not have to worry about how to buy something at supermarket, 
how to take lunch in cafeteria and any other things. 
 For these reasons, this Scandinavian Studies Summer program is 
worth taking part in, I highly recommend other students to join this 
program next year. 

    
 

 

Santa Claus Village 

Oulanka National Park 



Scandinavian summer program in Finland 
02150867 

Agricultural economics 
Kisaki Yoshiba 

 
1. About studying 

Schedule: 30/08/2016~15/09/2016 
What I learned: Scandinavian history, Scandinavian society, Finnish language, 

Finnish nature and Finnish literatures 
University: Oulu University 
Study trip: Oulanka research station 
Hotel: Forenom Aparthotel 
 
 

2. My purpose 
It was the first time I leave from Japan, so I wanted to talk with people in English. 
Also Finland is very far away from Japan and unknown country for me. Therefore, 
I wanted to know this country (culture, society, nature and history) and find 
similarity and difference between them and Japan. 

 
3. About Finland 

Finland is as large as Japan, but population density is completely different because 
its population is very small. (About 5.5 million) Therefore, the air was very clear. It 
was also easy to walk in the street. As I can see, there is few crime. Many places 
have nature like trees, lawns and forests. The way of making streets in Oulu is 
checkerboard pattern like around Sapporo station. (I do not know how about other 
cities like Helsinki, though) The names of streets are written on the wall of the 
buildings located in four corners. (For instance, Uusikatu (Katu means street in 
Finnish)) 
 

4. Scandinavian history 
There are many and short episodes in Finland. I learned the developments of tools, 
way of thinking and so on in Scandinavia. After that I heard about the 
independence of Finland and relationship with other countries. 
The most impressive for me was that Finland was conquered by other countries and 
became independent. Japan does not have such an upheaval history because it is 



Island. In the middle age, (500 AD~1,150 AD) all of Scandinavian countries have 
king who cooperates with church and Catholic was very strong. There were also 
hierarchy. The strongest country is Sweden, so Finland was conquered by Sweden. 
In the other countries, some wars occurred. It was the time when Japan was 
fighting with China, but I think that the wars in Scandinavia was much civiler 
than this invention because they were longer. In this age, Finnish people had 
something to do with Scandinavian countries and must have affected by them. 
After that, Finnish people have to do many things for Sweden, mainly war. For 
example, people must supply army until they were included in Russia in 20th 
century. I was so surprised because Finland protect their culture and was able to go 
on their way. 
Also it was very similar to Japan that ancient people used stone first, then started 
to use bronze and iron. For instance, people use pottery. There were some picture, 
too. Like Japan, animistic religion existed. Strength was made by their faculty. I 
feel that even though people around the world had different history, the origin of 
development was same. 
 

5. Scandinavian societies 
It was clearly different from Japan. First, I learned about the population of 
Scandinavia. There was immigrant who Japanese do not have. I thought it is not 
problem now because it seems that they prevent Finland from becoming aging 
society. But I was worrying about the future if immigrant become older because I 
think the percentage of aging people will increase.  
It is said that Scandinavian countries are high tax and give welfare enough. 
Actually I think nothing is the happiest welfare than education, so I thought it is 
great for people that they can be educated for free until they graduated from 
college. It was the point I feel the most impressive. Also when people enter college, 
the most important thing is not which university they choice, but what they want 
to learn. Therefore, they can study what they want to do infinitely without 
worrying everything, including fee. The teaching ability of teachers are very high, 
too because governments try to train new teachers. I thought Japanese have to 
learn this point a little. Actually I feel that students in Oulu University looked like 
more alive than Japanese.  
You may think that Finnish teacher and principal have high salaries because it has 
high tax. However, they are not high. It becomes the reason why people choose 
different job.  



6. Finnish language 
I learned Finnish basic words like greetings and numbers. Finnish language was 
very unique. But some points were similar to Japan, others were similar to English. 
The most difficult for me was numbers. It is very long and not easy to read and 
pronounce. I was not able to remember how many times I read. However, it was 
very good for me to learn “Hei” and “Kiitos.” “Hei” means “Hello” or “Hi” in English. 
“Kiitos” means “Thank you.” This two words are used every time and everywhere. 
For example, in shops, clerks and customers say “Hei.” each other whenever they 
see. After customer buy somethings, they also say “Kiitos.” After learning these 
words, I was very glad and always use them until I arrived at Japan.  
 

7. Fieldwork  
I visited Oulanka research station for three days. I mainly learned about nature 
and climates.  
It was first time I saw reindeer. Some of local people feed it for their lives. Local 
people also try to protect reindeer. There are budges in all reindeer’s ears. I touched 
reindeer and gave foods. Hones were admirable even though they are small. I 
thought they can fight with or kill other species by using them.  
In Finland, people can eat blackberry and lingonberry without permitting. When I 
walked in the forest, I ate them. It was very beautiful and delicious.  
I was very surprised to hear that the hours of sunshine changes every month in 
Nordic countries. I felt the hours of sunshine is very long when I came to Finland, 
but there are the month which sun appears all day and does not appear. I cannot 
believe, but I want to experience this time and see how people live someday.  
 

8. Finnish literature 
First, I read Kalevara like Finnish myth. It is for children and seems easy to read 
in Finnish. Therefore, it makes Finnish people’s way of thinking. But it is 
translated very difficult English for me. It was the type of story I have never read. I 
thought it includes the way of thinking which Japanese cannot come up with. I felt 
it was very good experience. 
Also I read Moomin everyone knows well. I have never read books, but I would 
often saw anime when I was a child. I remember this memory well. But books are 
little different from anime. For instance, Frolen, moomin’s girlfriend, is 
snorkmaiden in English. Some of names of characters seem to change in every 
language. It was very interesting for me and I want to read more someday. 



9. Lives, culture and people 
First, there is less English information than Japan. The most incident I was 
confused was when I used toilet when I arrived at Finland. In Japan and other 
countries which English used, the alphabet which shows gender is M and W. But in 
Finnish, M and N. Furthermore, some places are not painted color like blue and 
red. Fortunately I saw a woman entered, though. Although it is the point Japanese 
also have, there are no English translation of product names. I was not able to 
understand what they are. 
And in the hotel, there are beds, shower, towels, dishes and microwaves. There are 
not tooth brash and shampoo. Also there were not cleaning service (It seems that 
there is cleaning service if customer stay long time.) 
In Oulu University, people can have lunch. There is student discount. Student 
usually can have lunch only 2.6euro. Of course there are clearly different foods from 
Japan, however, the most impressive for me was that Finnish people usually waste 
foods easily. I could not accept only this behavior as the person who study 
agriculture and be interested food problems in the world.  
Finnish food is very delicious, but they are bigger than Japan and contain oil a lot. 
For example, burgers, potatoes and pizza. People can eat reindeer (it is little 
expensive, though.) in many restaurants around them. There are Mac Donald’s and 
Subway like Japan. 
In the Oulu city, there is full of nature. This city is located along the sea or river, so 
I could see beautiful sunset with water. There are trees or grasses between roads. 
There are always ducks walking along river or on the grass. I saw aurora a little in 
the night time. 
 

10. Improving my ability 
It was very good experience I could talk in English every day. I found that the most 
important thing is not speaking properly but try to speak even though it is not 
correct sentence. Showing behavior I try to tell help me and local people to 
understand. In the program, tutors leaded Japanese students. We had lunch 
together almost every day, went shopping and visit Finnish homes in holidays. It 
was great opportunity to talk in English. 
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SCANDINAVIAN STUDIES SUMMER PROGRAMME 2016 
 

Eisuke Yoshida 
5th grade 

Facility of Veterinary medicine 
Hokkaido University 

 
 
August 29, 2016-September16,2016, I went to Finland and participated in 

SCANDINAVIAN STIDIES SUMMER PROGRAMME 2016. I wrote this program’s 
report following.  
 
 
~Purpose~ 
 In this programme, I purposed to study social security systems in Finland. But saying 
studying social security systems, I don’t mean studying directly, or mean studying 
indirectly. This is that I intended to look Finland itself: history, language, society, 
environment, character and living, and learn how to be built its social security systems. 
I study those, compare Finland and Japan, and consider to adopt to Japan. To enable 
this, I went to Finland to study anything that could be learned. 
 
 
~History~ 
 Finnish history was usually affected by Denmark. And since stone age, Finnish 
people exchanged things and culture with German. This might affect Finnish to eat 
potato and sausage and how to pronounce alphabet. After stone age, Denmark which 
adopted Christianity attacked Finland, and Finland adopted Christianity, too. Then 
parts of Finland was ruled by Sweden.  Despite of Attacking each other Among Nordic 
countries, today, it is surprising that there is companion consciousness among Nordic 
countries. This is very interesting, because, generally, neighboring countries are on bad 
terms each other (I think this is due to Soviet Russia). A primary factor that enables to 
cooperate among neighboring countries is a key to make area community good 
organization: EU, ASEAN, etc. Later this age, or modern, Finland was attacked and 
ruled by Russia, independent from Russia and became a satellite nation between Russia 
and Sweden. Due to such situation, Finland has acted under those countries: Adopting 
capitalism and belonging the East, and joining NATO later. Japan should learn such 



tough acting. Today’s Finland is built by such condition and acquired strength. Seeing 
reasons why that country is regarded as superior nation is most variable for me.   
 
 
~Society~ 
 In society class, we studied Scandinavian societies. In this class, social structure, racial 
consciousness and education were lectured. Finnish society is becoming aging society, 
and this imitates Japan. And many immigrants come to Finland, reaching 20% of 
population. Although Japan and Finland are becoming aging society, the reason wasn’t 
talked. I think the reason is WWⅡ, or baby boom after war. In many classes, aging 
society results from reduction of birthrate, but, in fact, baby boom after war caused 
temporary increase of birthrate and, now, population is coming back to normal. I think 
that without knowing this, we can’t find solution. About immigrant, because Finland 
keeps a distance from Europe, Finnish people won’t do selection easily. Maybe, 
Companion consciousness among Finland, Sweden, Norway and Iceland gives Finland 
composure. And, now, in Finland young people move urban, so in rural population of 
young is reducing. Although Finland is planning to stop this moving, I think, cycling 
from rural via urban to rural can be also solution. In a word, in young, especially college 
student, people lives in urban, then later returns to rural. To do so, in rural 
environment for child care should be arranged. This can apply to Japan. In society class, 
I learn many things and, in this programme, I knew character of Finnish people which 
is resemble to One of Japanese: shyness, being excited only among their friends and 
very kindness when they are asked. Therefore, I think, Japan and Finland should look 
each other, and examine to adopt what one side adopted in advance of the other sides. 
Each nation should communicate well, and work hardly together. Knowing Finnish 
society, I learn many possibility of japan in this programme. 
 
 
 
~Language~ 
 In language class, first, we studied basic Finnish language: spelling, pronunciation, 
greeting. Because these included words which we can use during staying in Finland, we 
could use easy Finnish in Finland: thank you, hello, see you, etc. But we didn’t learn 
name of day of week, so knowing when restaurant open and close was difficult. 
Pronunciation in Finnish imitates German rather than English. Pronunciation in 
Finland is what is called pronouncing as Roman character, therefore for us it was easy 



to pronounce. Latter half of all language class, we studied Finnish myth: Kalevala. 
Studying this story aimed learning Finnish people character. Kalevala is very long story, 
so we took up only part of it. In our part, Kalevala said that parents don’t put in a word 
for their children, and children should be independent. Well, Heidi, our language 
teacher, said that children in Finnish live alone from entering college. It was 
interesting that many Finnish know this story and understand this story as basic of 
their identities. Maybe, reading Kalevala in childhood is a key to establish unified 
Finnish character. Therefore I have wanted to read more Kalevala and study this story 
to understand relationship between myth and forming character. 
 
 
~Environment~ 
 To study Finnish nature, we went to Oullanka. In Oullanka, we went to reindeer farm, 
and Finland Oullanka National Park. In reindeer farm, we studied history of using 
reindeer. Finnish people have used reindeer: meet, fur and transport. In this, we ate 
reindeer sausage in a house made of wood which was unchanged since olden times. 
Then we went to Finland Oullanka National Park. In this park, we walked around that 
park. There are many kinds of mushroom and berry. Berry could be eaten, so many 
students ate those. Nature in Oullanka was like one in Hokkaido and culture was also 
like Hokkaido. Maybe, this is because latitude is almost same. By the way, salmon soup, 
Finnish traditional food, is made by potato, onion and salmon. I heard those ingredients. 
Those ingredients are used for Ishikari-nabe, Hokkaido’s traditional food. I could find 
common points from those aspects. Going Oullanka, I could experience Finnish nature 
and think how to coexist nature.  
 
 
~Others~ 
 In Finland, I learned many things out of lecture. We stayed in hotel, and lived without 
leading Japanese teacher. Therefore we could act freely and see local people more closely. 
In Finland, shops open around afternoon. And in Friday and Saturday restaurants 
opens until morning and in Sunday almost close, even supermarket. Further, many 
people finish their work until around 3 o’clock. Therefore people in Finland use their 
time freely: in workday they enjoy evening, in Friday and Saturday they sing the 
praises of weekend and in Sunday they spend their time with their family. At a glance, 
this is a ideally life, but not many countries can adopt this. Because this life is built on 
their history that they enjoy free time. And seeing this, I wonder how to cycle Finnish 



economic. In short, can this little working time hold Finland in international society? I 
think, Finland is introrse society, or domestic demand economic. If a society is Domestic 
demand economic, people don’t work hardly to survive among international society. And 
Finnish people didn’t look people who forestall others, or Finnish people may not want 
to earn, forestalling others. In a ward, they look to want to be happy all together. About 
this point, Finnish people have a socialistic idea. I couldn’t know what result to this: 
having reverted of Soviet Union, geomorphological and meteorological factor or 
ethnological primary character. It is thought that socialistic idea matches Japanese 
character because after war Japan has adopted some socialistic systems and Japanese 
have accepted those. Therefore we should investigate Finnish system and adopt good 
system which matches us. By the way, although I said Finland is introrse society, 
introrse society is often weak for foreign capital because in introrse society it is difficult 
to grow international competitive strength, as people often satisfy only filling their 
demand. Really Finland’s GDP isn’t so high in developed countries (but it is so early to 
regard GDP as absolute thing.). So if foreign capital attacked introrse country, the 
country’s company would be destroyed. About this point, without confidence I think that 
Finnish people take good care of their company, or country, and that they select 
domestic materials than foreign materials (but their material is so unique that it may 
be difficult to enter their market for foreign countries). Getting some chances, I want to 
study this point. And I think large capitals, especially foreign’s, don’t exist in Finland 
because large capitals tend to treat their workers hardly and they can’t have enough 
free time. I want to study this point.  
Taken together, staying in Finland freely, I could understand that Finland is very 

interesting nation and there are many things I should learn. But this is built on special 
environment, and it is difficult to adopt to Japan just as Finland. Therefore I should 
study those relatively, and, if changing almost different things, consider to change those 
to match to Japan.  
In this programme, I could learn important things for my future. 
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Scandinavian Studies Summer Program 2016

University of Oulu, Faculty of Humanities

Eisuke Yoshida

Kanae Wada

Kisaki Yoshiba

Masaharu Sugiura

The purposes of our study in Finland

‐ Through this program, we wanted to know the background of the 
Scandinavian countries such as culture, language, society, and 
history to understand how and why the countries succeeded as one 
of the top‐class of the welfare state in the world these days. 

‐ We also wanted to understand how Finnish people live with their 
nature not only by taking lecture, but seeing by our own eyes.

Contents
‐ Introduction to the history of Scandinavia （by Kisaki Yoshiba)

‐ Scandinavian societies (by Masaharu Sugiura)

‐ Finnish language and culture (by Kanae Wada)

‐ Study trip (by Eisuke Yoshida)
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Introduction of Oulu

• Capital city of northern Finland
• Population is about 200,000
• The average age is 36.6 years. 
• Oulu is famous for…
IT, air guitar competition and Tar

スカンジナビア(SCANDINAVIA)とは？

厳密にはデンマーク、ノルウェー、スウェーデン
の３ヵ国

スカンジナビアとロシアの一部、フィンランドを

合わせた地域をまとめて

「フェノスカンジア(Fennoscandia)」と呼ぶ

(http://shiroganex.web.fc2.com/overseas/page_49.htm)
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古代：STONE AGE

紀元前1500年ころまで

農業の開始(紀元前2000年ころ)

土器の使用

サーミ族

アニミズム

(From my iPhone)

古代：BRONZE AGE

紀元前1500年ころから紀元前500年ころまで

純銅＋すずをあわせた道具や武器

(http://www.kerrygems.com/late‐bronze‐age/)
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古代：IRON AGE

紀元前500年ころから紀元後800年ころまで

フィンランドでは紀元後1100年ころまで続
いた

よりよい道具・武器が生まれる

(http://javitas.info/files4/iron‐age‐tools.html)

中世：フィンランド征服、内戦
(HTTP://NATTITRAVELS.FC2WEB.COM/NORTH_EUROPE/0617/0617R.HTM)

征服
(1170th)
征服

(1170th)
内戦
(10th-
11th)

内戦
(11th)
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近世：領土変化、ロシアの台頭

一部ドイツ領に
(1864)

内戦
(14th)

征服
(1809)

フィンランドの独立：ロシア革命と戦争

独立宣言：1917年12月6日

白衛軍vs赤衛軍(1917)

ロシアとの冬の戦争(1939‐1940)

ドイツとのラップランド戦争(1944‐1945)
(http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorAXF/axf1410.html)

(http://ameblo.jp/tank‐2012/entry‐12026738628.html)
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フィンランドの独立：ソ連崩壊

ソ連崩壊(1991)

EU加盟(1994)

(http://matomail.biz/matome/3094122553898510273)

Aging Society
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Growing population
Population in million inhabitants

Country     Present    2030

Denmark    5.4            5.7

Finland       5.2            5.4

Iceland       0.3            0.4

Norway      4.6            5.4

Sweden      9.1           10.1

Total           24.6         27.0 

Source: National Statistics Office

Modified from Prof. Juha Saunavaara’s slide

Source: Nordregio at www.nordregio.se
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Interaction with locals 
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Finnish Language and Culture

フィンランド語：あいさつ、疑問文、数

カレワラ：フィンランドの民族叙事詩

ムーミン

フィンランド語について

世界で最も難しい言語の一つとも言われています。

• 多様な語尾変化

• 日本語にはない発音
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ちょっと使えるフィンランド語講座
あいさつ

• やあ！（Hi!）⇒Hei!/ Moi!/ Terve!

• さようなら（good bye!）⇒Hei hei!/ Moimoi!

⇒２回リピートすれば挨拶ができる！

もし興味があったら、全学教育でフィンランド語の授
業があります！

https://www.google.co.jp/search?
q=elias+l%C3%B6nnrot&biw=1470
&bih=872&source=lnms&tbm=isch
&sa=X&sqi=2&ved=0ahUKEwi‐
rNrHx7HPAhXLopQKHX‐
XC0QQ_AUIBigB#imgrc=z4CvqVEC
OY8JpM%3A

カレワラとは？

• 著者：Elias Lönnrot

• １８３５年に初版出版

• 東フィンランドの民族説話

• Finnish identity, Culture, and Language

⇒ロシアからの独立に影響！！！

フィンランド人に
とって最も重要

な文学作品！！
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http://www.studio55.fi/vapaalla/article/testi‐mika‐kalevalan‐hahmo‐olet/4817570

Aino‐Triptych by Akseli Gallen‐
Kallela

カレワラはただの文学作品ではなく多く
の分野に影響を及ぼした！

ムーミンについて

• Tove Jansson (1914‐2001)

• 1945年にスウェーデン語で出版

• キャラクターはすべて彼女の想像

• 最初の頃のムーミン“Snork”(醜い生き物)

ムーミン谷は理想郷！！！
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/T
ove_Jansson
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Where is oulanka ?

Oulanka locates north Finland.
We went to there from oulu around 3 
hours.

←Our teacher

Reindeer Farm

Traditional house→
It was so interesting.

↑Reindeer
We touched and fed them.

We ate a reindeer sausage.
It was unique taste…

Inside→
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Reindeer

• One of the oldest animal which humankind have 
domesticated.

• They were used to drink their milk, eat their meet.
• And their fur was used to various things.
• They carried their owner’s loads and pulled sled.
• They can walk and run on snow, so humankind often 

rode on them to move on snow.

Finland Oulanka National Park

Established   1956
Area  270km2

IUCN category
Ⅱ‐national park
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Plants

←All trees are thin and tall.
Is it similar to Hokkaido?

Boreal forest（北方林）
・Pinus silvestris(シベリア赤松）
・Picea abies（スプルース）
・Betula pubescens（白樺）
・Betula pendula（白樺）

Reindeer lichen→
This is main food 
for reindeer.

There are no tall 
grass.

Berry and Mushroom

↑blueberry

There are many berries.
Blueberry, blackberry and 
lingonberry.
Finland is famous for berries.

↑mixedberry jam 
and juice

There are many 
kinds of mushroom.
Some  is edible, 
other is poisonous.

Finland is famous 
for mushroom, too. ↑Greens are good taste.
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Environment preservation

Finland is assessed highly  at environment 
preservation internationally.
Because Finnish government establishes 
many nature preserve and restriction 
about hunting , and attends to improve air 
and water pollution.
And In Finland, although papermaking is 
active, speed of growing forest exceeds 
speed of lost forest by using tree.

Finnish people consider sustainability 
when they use nature. 

↑Man have become garbage can 
We can see Finnish awareness of 
environment preservation in this 
picture.

お か ね
・食費 合計200~250€
朝食30~40€ ： スーパーで1個1€くらいでパンが買える
昼食50~70€ ： 大学で2.6€のランチが食べれる
夕食100~150€ ： 主に外食。1食10~15€くらいだが、量が多いためシェアする
ことで安く抑えることができる。
飲料 ほぼ0€ ： 水道水が飲めるため、水代はかからない。

※良いものはそこそこ値は張るが、安く済ませる方法もある。

生活費は（贅沢をしなければ）300€もあれば十分。

その他
近くに大きなスーパーがあり、生活用品や衣類、食糧品などが買えるため忘
れ物をしても大丈夫。
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フィンランド文化：食事

•Pullaと呼ばれる伝統的なシナモンロールがある

•主食はライ麦パン

•コーヒー、紅茶

•チョコレート→Fazer
•サルミアッキ

•トナカイ肉

•マッシュポテト

•サーモンスープ

•ベリー

フィンランド文化：生活

•基本的に夕食が早い(午後6時ごろ)

•店が閉まるのが早い

•休みの日の前夜は夜遅くまで騒ぐことが多い

•休日(特に日曜日)は店の開店が昼食時

•日本車を所有している人も多い
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